RESIDUATED LATTICES*
BY

MORGAN WARD AND R. P. DILWORTH

I. Introduction
1. We propose to develop here a systematic theory of lattices! over which
an auxiliary operation of multiplication or residuation is defined. We begin
by showing that the two operations correspond to one another; under quite
general conditions in every lattice over which a multiplication is defined a
residuation may be defined and conversely. The residuation and multiplication we introduce have the properties of the like-named operations in the
particular instance of polynomial ideal theory.
We next give various necessary conditions and sufficient conditions that
such operations may exist in an arbitrary lattice, and apply our results to
projective geometries and Boolean algebras.
In the third division of the paper we extend E. Noether's decomposition
theorems of the ideal theory of commutative rings to general lattice theory.
The introduction of a multiplication is obviously necessary for such a generalization. The surprising result emerges that the decomposition theorems
are largely independent of the modular axiom, as we show by specific examples. We take this occasion to correct an error made in the preliminary account of our researches (Ward and Dilworth [1 ]). Since we wrote this, we
have obtained many new results which we give here for the first time.
We plan to describe the main part of our investigations of distributive
residuated lattices elsewhere (Ward and Dilworth [l], §§5, 6). Here we settle
some questions raised by one of us (Ward [l ]) as to the significance of certain
auxiliary conditions which a residuation may satisfy by showing in all cases
that they imply that the lattice is distributive.
2. It was not until this paper was virtually completed that we learned of
the investigation of Krull upon this subject (Krull [l]). There is, however,
very little duplication between our results and Krull's. Krull was chiefly concerned with the problem of finding out in what manner the Noether decomposition theorems could be extended to a residuated lattice in which the chain
condition was weakened and no connection was assumed between irreducibles
and primary elements.
* Presented to the Society, March 27, 1937, and April 9, 1938; received by the editors April 21,

1938.
t For a connected account of lattice theory and the literature up to 1937, see Köthe [l ].
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3. We shall use the following terminology and notation. © is a fixed lattice with elements a, ■ • ■, y with or without subscripts. Sublattices of © are
denoted by German capitals 21, 93. The letters Ï, §), £ are reserved to denote
subsets of © which are not necessarily sublattices. We write x e ï for "the set
ï contains the element x." The expressions xoyorycx,
xpy denote, as usual,
x divides y, x does not divide y. We write x=y iî xoy and pi
(Ore [1 ], p.
42) and x>y or y<x for x covers y (Birkhoff [l]). We use ix, y) and [x, y]
for union and cross-cut. If the unit and null elements exist, we denote them
by i and z, respectively. Elements covered by i are called divisor-free. If
(a, b) =¿, a and b are said to be co-prime. If every pair of distinct elements
of a set X are co-prime, the set is said to be co-prime. An element » of © is
called a node if either x 3 n or n d x for every x of ©. A sublattice 21 is said
to be dense over © if ah a2 e 21and axo x s a2 imply 21contains x. If every set
of elements finite or infinite of © has a cross-cut (union), © is said to be completely closed relative to cross-cut (union). Two properties P and Q which ©
may possess are said to be completely independent if there exist instances of

lattices in which both P and Q hold, neither holds, P holds but not Q, Q holds
but not P.
We shall find it convenient to use the following conditions for a distributive lattice either of which is equivalent to the usual formulation :

(i) í s [a, i] implies b= [(&, a), (i, c)].
(ii) (a, c) o b implies b = i[b, a], [b, c]).
II.

ReSIDUATIONS AND MULTIPLICATIONS

4. Assume that © contains i. A well-defined one-valued binary operation
x:y is called a residuation over © if the following conditions are satisfied:
R 1. If © contains a, b, then © contains a:b.

R 2. a:b = i if and only if aob.
R 3. a ob implies that a:cob:c

and c:b oca.

R4. ia:b):c = ia:c):b.
R 5. [a, b]:c=[a:c, b:c].
R 6. c:ia, b) = [c:a, c:b].
We postpone the consideration of the dual residuation for our second
paper.
A well defined binary operation x-y (or xy) is called a multiplication over
© if the following conditions are satisfied :
Ml.

7/ © contains a, b, then © contains ab.

M 2. If a = b, then a-c = bc.
M 3. ab = b-a.
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M 4. (a-b)-c=a-(b-c).
M 5. // © contains i, then a-i = a.

M 6. a-(b, c) = (a-b, a-c).
It may be shown (Ward [1 ]) that a residuation exists satisfying R 1-R 6
if a multiplication over © exists satisfying M 1-M 6 and the following condition:
M 7. ©is completely closed with respect to union, and the product of the
unions of any two sets of elements of © is the union of the products of all pairs of
elements in the sets.

This residual a:b, satisfying R 1-R 6, is defined as follows:

Definition

4.1. (i) a o (a:b)b; (ii) if aoxb, then a: box.

If we take for x-y the cross-cut [x, y], then conditions M 1-M 6 are all
satisfied provided that © is distributive. If M 7 holds, the lattice is said to
be completely distributive with respect to union. Hence (Ward [2]) every
completely distributive lattice may be residuated in at least one way.
Another condition* insuring the existence of a residual is the following :
M 8. For any two elements a, b of ©, the ascending chain condition holds
in the set H of all x such that a o xb.

M 8 insures the existence of a union of the set ï expressible as the union
of a finite number of elements of ï (Ore [l], §2). This union is the required

residual.
We list for reference the more important

properties

of residuation

and

multiplication (Ward [l], Dilworth [l]):

(4.1) a:boa.

(4.7) If r = a:b and s = a:r, then

(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.51)

r = a:s.
(4.71 ) a o b implies ac o be.
(4.8) [a, b] Daft o [a, b](a, b).
(4.81) ab: a ob.
(4.9) a = be implies boa.

a : (a : b) o (a, b).
(a : b) : c = a : (be).
[a,b]:b = a:b.
a:(a,b)=a:b.
c: [a, b] o (c:a, c:b).

(4.6) If a:b = a, then aobx
implies a ox.

(4.10) (a, b)=i implies ab = [a, b]
and (a, be) = (a, c).

(4.11) (a, b):co(a:c,b:c).
(4.12) In any chain of powers a, a2, a3, ■ ■ ■ either all elements are distinct or
all are equal from a certain point on.
* This axiom is equivalent to the ascending chain condition, as may be seen on taking a=£>=».
We state it in this manner to emphasize the analogy with R 8 which is not equivalent to the descending chain condition.
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reciprocity between the operations

Theorem 5.1. If a residuation x:y exists in © satisfying conditions R 1R 6, and if either of the conditions R 7 or R 8 below holds, then a multiplication

x ■y exists in © satisfying M 1-M 6.
R 7. © is completely closed with respect to cross-cut, and if c is the cross-cut
of a set 2E,then the cross-cut of the set of all a:x, where a t @, x t ï, equals a:c.
R 8. For any two elements a, b of © the descending chain condition holds in
the set §) of all elements y such that y.aob.
R 8 is satisfied in many important instances where R 7 does not hold and
where the descending chain condition does not hold; for example, in polynomial ideal theory and the classical ideal theory of algebraic rings.
The proof is as follows. Define the "product" ab oí any two elements a

and i of © :
Definition

5.1. (i) a-b:aob;

(ii) if y.aob,

then y oa-b.

Postulate M 1 is satisfied. For the set g) of all y such that y.aob is nonempty, since it includes i by (4.1). If R 7 holds, §) has a cross-cut p = a-b
satisfying Definition 5.1, (ii), and the cross-cut [§).:a] equals p:a. Definition
5.1, (i) is therefore satisfied with p = a-b by the definition of cross-cut.
If R 8 holds, then g) again has a cross-cut p representable as the cross-cut
of &finite number of y, p=¡ [yi, • • ■,yk]. Thus Definition 5.1, (ii) is satisfied,

and Definition 5.1, (i) is satisfied by R 5.
Postulate M 2 is satisfied. For by R 3, a = b implies a ob implies
ac'.boaca.
Hence by Definition 5.1, (i), a-c:b oc so that by Definition 5.1,
(ii), acobc.
Similarly a = b implies bcpac,
so that M 2 follows.
Postulate M 3 is satisfied. For ba exists, and by Definition 5.1, if y: b o a,

then y o b- a. Now by R 4, Definition 5.1, (i)andR2, (a-b:b):a=(a-b:a):b

= i.

Hence by R 2, a-b:boa.
Hence a-b ob-a. Similarly, b-a o a-b, ab = ba.
Condition R 4 is thus seen to insure-that multiplication is commutative.
Postulate M 4 is satisfied. For by Definition 5.1, (i), {a-(c-i)} :aoc-b.
Hence {{a-(c-i)} :a} :cocb:c
by R 3. But cb'.cob by Definition 5.1, (i).
Therefore { {a- (ci)} :a} :cob or by R 4, { {a- (c-i)} :c\ :aob. Hence
\aicb):c) o ab and a(ci) ociab) by Definition 5.1, (ii). Interchanging a and c,
c{ab) o aicb). Hence a(ci) =c(ab), or by M 3 and M 2, (ai)c = a(ie).
Postulate M 5 ¿5 satisfied. For by R 2, a : a o i. Hence a o ai by Definition

5.1, (ii). Now ia:i oaby Definition 5.1, (i). But by (4.10) and M 3, ia:i = ia
= ai. Hence ai o a, a = ai.
Postulate M 6 ¿j satisfied. For since (i, c) o b, a(i, c) o ab by (4.71). Similarly a(b, c) o ac. Hence a(i, c) o (ai, ac). Next (ai, ac):aoab:aob
by R 3
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and (4.81). Similarly (ab, ac):aoc.
Hence (ab, ac):ao(b,
c). Therefore by
Definition 5.1, (ii), (ab, ac) oa(b, c) giving M 6. This completes the proof.

Definition

5.2. (i) ao(ao

b)b; (ii) if aoxb, then aobox.

The following theorem further illustrates
plication and residuation:
Theorem

the reciprocity

between multi-

5.2. If a ob is defined as above, where the multiplication

xy is de-

fined by Definition 5.1, then aob = a:b.
For since a:boa:b,

we have ao(a:b)b

by Definition

5.1, (ii). There-

fore by Definition 5.2, (ii), aoboa:b.
Now ao(ao b)b by Definition 5.2, (i).
Therefore by R 3, a:b o {(a o b)b:b}. But by M 3 and Definition 5.1, (ii),
(aob)b:b o a ob. Hence a:b o a ob, a:b = aob.
Hereafter when we speak of a "residuated lattice," we shall mean a lattice
in which both a residuation and its associated multiplication are defined

satisfying M 1-M 6, R 1-R 6 and the conditions of Definitions 5.1 and 5.2.
6. We may prove by simple examples the following theorem :
Theorem 6.1. The Dedekind modular condition and the existence of a residual or a multiplication are completely independent properties of a lattice.
It is important to observe that a given lattice may usually be residuated
in several different ways. To give a simple example, consider the lattice of
four elements i>a>b>z.
The tables for x'.y and x-y are as follows:
x\y

x-y

A brief analysis discloses that the combinations denoted by stars may be
determined in six ways so as to satisfy R 1-R 8, M 1-M 8 :

II
b'.a

a

III
b

IV
a

VI
b

z'.a

a

b

z

z

z:b

a

a

z

2

a- a

z

b

a

b

a

a

a-b

z

z

z

b

b

b

b-b

z

z

z

b

z

b
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Cases II and VI are illustrated in the lattice of the ring of integers modulo
8. Here i is the set of residue classes {l, 3, 5, 7}, a is {2, 6}, ft is {4}, and z
is {8}. Case.II ensues on taking for x ■y multiplication modulo 8, and case VI
on taking for x ■y the L.C.M. operation.
The only other lattice of order four is i, a, b, z with (a, b)=i, [a, b]=z.
This lattice may be residuated in only one way, an illustration of a general
theorem on the residuation of Boolean algebras which we prove later.

III. Conditions

for residuation

7. In this division of the paper we shall give various sufficient conditions
and necessary conditions for the existence of a residuation in a given lattice.

Theorem

7.1. A necessary condition that a lattice © can be residuated is

that any co-prime set of elements of ©, di, a2, ■ • ■ , ar generates a Boolean algebra

SBof order 2r.
This condition is not sufficient for a residuation to exist. It is satisfied, for
example, in Dedekind's free modular lattice on three elements of order

twenty-eight (Dedekind [1 ], Birkhoff [1 ], Ore [1 ]) which we shall prove later
cannot be residuated.
Let di, a2, • ■ ■, aTbe a co-prime set so that
(7.1)

(a„, av) = i,

u, v = 1, • • • , r; u ¿¿ v.

The set will remain co-prime if we adjoin i to it. We shall suppose that
this has been done, and for definiteness choose our notation so that ax = i.
Form from the set of a's the "ray" II of 2r formally distinct cross-cuts:
u =

[aUl, aut, • ■ ■ , auL],

1 = «i < u2 < ■ ■ ■ < uL = r; 1 ^ L = r.

We call the au the constituents of u. The ray II is obviously closed under crosscut. We shall show that II is the Boolean algebra required.

Lemma 7.1. If xis any element of ©, then
(x,

[au, av])

=

[(x, au),

(x, av)].

This result is trivial if u = v. But if uj±v, (au, av) =i. Hence ((x, au), (x, av))

= i. Therefore by (4.10) and M 6,
[(x, o„), (x, av)]

= (x, au)(x,

av) = (x2, xav, aux, auav)

= (x2, x(au,

a„), auav)

= (x, auav)

= (x,

[au, av])

by M 3 and M 6.
The following two corollaries of this lemma may be proved by induction:
Lemma 7.2. If u= [aui, ■ ■ ■ , auL], then (x, u) = [(*, aUi), ■ ■ ■ , (x, auL)].

Lemma
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7.3. If u=

[aui, ■ ■ ■ , auL\ andv=

(«. ») =

[(a«D an)>

[an, • • • , avM], then

■ ■ ■ , (a«, a„),

- ■ ■ , iaUL, avM)}.

Lemma 7.4. If x is any element of © and if ix, b) = ix, c) =i, then

ix, [b, c]) = [ix, b), ix, c)].
It suffices to show that (x, [b, c]) =i. But ix, [b, c]), o ix be) = (x, bx, be)

(by(4.10)) = (*,i(s,c))

= (x,i)=¿.

We return to the proof of our theorem. The ray II is a lattice. For by
Lemma 7.3 and (7.1) it is closed under union. The lattice is of order 2T. It
suffices to show that if u=v, the constituents of u and v are identical. But if
u=v,auov.
Hence by Lemma 7.2,
a« = (a«, v) =

[iau, avi), • ■ ■ , (a„, avM)].

Since (a„, av) =a„ or ¿, au must be a constituent of v. Thus every constituent
of m is a constituent of v. Similarly every constituent of v is a constituent of u,
so that u and v are not formally distinct.
The lattice is distributive.
iw, [u,v})

For by Lemma

7.3, if w= [aw¡, ■ ■ • , awN], then

= [ ■ ■ ■ , iaw, [u, v]), ■ ■ ■•]
=

[ • • • , [iaw, u),

=

[[•••,

iaw, v)],

iaw, «),-••],[•■•,

■■■ ]
iaw, v), ■ ■ ■ ]]

= l(w, u), (»,»)],
by Lemma 7.2.
The lattice is complemented. For we assign to the element u the complement

where uL'+i, • ■ ■ , u' is the selection complementary
to ui, ■ ■ ■ , ul from
1, 2, • • ■ , r. Then [u, u'] = [ai, a2, • • • , a,], the null element of the lattice 93,
and (w, u') =i by Lemma 7.3. Hence 93 is a complemented distributive lattice
and thus a Boolean algebra.

Theorem 7.2. If a\, • • • , ar is a co-prime set of divisor-free elements of a
residuated lattice ©, then the Boolean algebra 93 which they generate is dense
over ©.
For if u lies in 93 and xou, then x= [ix, aUl), ■ ■ ■ , ix, auL)] by Lemma
7.2. Since ix, au) =¿ or au, the result follows.
This theorem is quite useful in examining finite lattices to see whether or
not they can be residuated. We have also found the following exclusion principle useful in this connection. The proof (which we omit) follows from

Lemma 7.4.
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Theorem 7.3. Exclusion
principle. Let a, b, c, and d be any four elements of a residuated lattice © with an ascending chain condition such that
coa, Ct¿í; (b, c) =i, d>a, d>b. Then if m= [b, c] we must have [a, b] =m and
a>m,b>m.
Furthermore a and b are the only elements covered by d and covering

m in the lattice.
In schematic form (Klein [l], Birkhoff [2]) the lattice must have the
following structure, where the dotted lines indicate that the configuration of
the remaining lattice parts is irrelevant.

As a simple application, if the reader will diagram the lattice of order
nine on three elements ft, c, and / where cof (Dedekind [l]) and take
a=[c,(J,b)],d=(J,b),
he will see that this lattice cannot be residuated.
Theorem 7.31. The only complemented lattices which can be residuated are
Boolean algebras.
Since by hypothesis the lattice is complemented, it is sufficient to show
that it is distributive. We need the following lemma:

Lemma 7.5. If (ft, c) =i and a o [b, c], then (a:b, a:c) =i.
For we have
(a:b, a:c) = (a:b, a:c):(b,

c) = [(a:b, a:c):b,

o [(a:c):b, (a:b):c]

A complement

Definition

(a:b, a:c):c]

= a:cb = a: [c, b] = i.

a' of a is defined by the following conditions:

7.1. (a, a') =i, [a, a'] =z, where z is the null element of @.

Let a, b, c be any three elements of © and assume that

(i)

ao[b,c}.
Let u= [(a, b), (a, c)] and v=([b,

c], a'). It suffices to show that (i) im-
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plies u = a. We have trivially u o a and v o a'. Hence (u, v)=iby
Definition
7.1 so that uv=[u, v]. Hence b:uv = b: [u, v]o(b:u,
b:v) by (4.51). Now

b:uob:a

by R 3 and b:v= [b: [ft, c], b:a'] = b:a'. Hence b'.uvo (b:a, b:a').

But by Definition 7.1, (a, a')=i and ft o [a, a']. Hence by Lemma 7.5,
(ft:a, b:a')=i
so that bouv. Similarly couv so that [b, c] ouv, or by (i),
aouv, a:vou. But a:v= [a: [ft, c], a:a']=a:a'
= aby (i) and Definition 7.1.
Hence a o u so that a = u.

Corollary.
The only projective geometries (Birkhoff
residuated are Boolean algebras.

[3]) which can be

In case the ascending chain condition holds in ©, one can give a much
shorter proof by showing that each element may be represented as a cross-cut
of a finite number of divisor-free elements and appealing to Theorem 7.1.

Theorem 7.4. The only multiplication which can be defined over a Boolean
algebra is the cross-cut operation.
In view of our reciprocity theorems it suffices to show that only one
residual is definable. One of us has shown elsewhere (Dilworth [l]) that
o v ft' is a residuation in a Boolean algebra. Suppose that a:ft were another.

Then
(a:b):(avb')
(avb'):(a:b)o

= (a:b):b' - a:bb' = i;
{a:(a:b)} v {b':(a:b)\

obvb'

= i.

Hence a:b = avb'.
An interesting consequence of Theorem 7.4 is the following corollary:
Corollary.
In the ring of integers modulo a square-free integer, the operations of multiplication and L.C.M. are identical.

8. We consider in this section some sufficient conditions for residuation.
We have the following theorem :
Theorem 8.1. Every lattice in which only one divisor-free element exists can
residuated in at least one way.
Let d be the single divisor-free element. We define the residual a:ft by the
conditions :

(i) a:i = a;

(ii) a:b = i if aob;

Then postulates R
R 3 is satisfied.
sibly when b:c=i.
R4íí satisfied.

(iii) a'.b —difa$b,bj¿i.

1 and R 2 are obviously satisfied.
For assume aob. Then a:c always divides b:c except posBut then boc; so aoc, a:c=i. Similarly c'.boc.a.
For R 4 obviously holds if a, b,or c equals i. Iîaob,a^i,
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then a:coa ob; so (a:c) :i = (a:i):c = ¿. If a:i oc but a l>i, b9*i, a $c, c^¿,
then a:b = a:c = d, whence (a:i) :c = d:c = ¿ = a*:i = (a:c):i.
If al>i, a$c,
a:b$c, a:c$b, then i or c = i.
R 5 is satisfied. For if c = i, R 5 is trivial. If a o c, b o c, then [a, b] o c and

R 5 obviously holds. If a be, C9*i, then [a, i]^cand
Hence R 5 holds in general.

[a, b]:c = d= [a:c, b:c].

In exactly the same way we show that R 6 is satisfied.
F. Klein has shown (Klein [l ]) that the modular or distributive properties of a lattice built up of sublattices connected by nodes ("Schnurstellen")
depend upon the modular or distributive properties of the sublattices. We
prove a similar result for residuation.
Theorem 8.2. A lattice built up out of a set of residuated lattices connected
into a chain by nodes can be residuated.
It will suffice to prove the theorem for the case of two lattices connected

by a node.
Let © be composed of two lattices ©i and ©2 connected by a node, so
that Xi e ©i and x21 ©2 imply Xi o x2. Let i be the unit element of @i. We shall
consider the nodal element as belonging to ©1, and let x \y denote the residuation in ©1,1031, the residuation in ©2 when the nodal element is replaced by i.
We now define a residual in © by the conditions :
a : i = a ¡ i if a, ie ©1, a:i = aoiifa,
ie ©2,
a : b = i if a e ©1, i e ©2, a : b = a if as ©2, i e ©1.

Then postulates R 1, R 2, and
Postulate R 4 is satisfied.
(a:i):c = (a:c):i by R 3. Also
a e ©2. Then if i e ©2, c z ©2,
c e ©1, then ia:b):c = ia:c):b.
= (a:c):i.

R 3 are obviously satisfied.
For clearly a: coa. Hence if a ob, then
if a e @i, then (a:i):c = (a:c):i. Suppose that
we have (a:i) :c = (a:c) :i. Similarly if i e @i,
Finally if i e ©1, c t ©2, then (a:i):c = a o c

Postulate R5Js satisfied. For R 5 is trivial if a, b, or c = i. If a o b, R 5 follows from R 3. If a, i e ©1 or a, i e ©2, R 5 holds since it holds in ©1 and ©2.
In a similar manner one can show that R 6 is satisfied, and the proof is
complete.
By the direct product (Birkhoff [4]) © of the lattices ©1, ■ • • , @„ we mean
the set of vectors a = \ai, ■ ■ • , an), (a¡ e ©,■),where the operations are defined

by
[a, b] = { [ai, ii],

• • • , [an, bn]),

(a, b) = {(ai, ii), • • • , (a„, in)},

and a o b if and only if a, o i,-, (¿ = 1, • • • , n).
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If the @i are residuated lattices, then © can be residuated,

since we may

define a : b to be {ax: fti, • • • , a„ : ft„}.
We shall call two sublattices @i, @2of © co-prime if di e ©i, <z2e ©2 implies
that (ai, at) =i. The sublattices @i, ••-,©„
will be called a co-prime set if
they are co-prime in pairs.
We note that if © is the direct product of the sublattices ©i, ••-,©„
with unit elements, then © contains sublattices ©/, • • • , ©„' simply isomorphic to @1; • • • , ©„ and such that ©/, • • • , ©„' is a co-prime set. Birk-

hoff (Birkhoff [4]) has defined sublattices ©i, ••-,©„

to be "strongly" co-

prime if each ©,• is co-prime to the lattice generated by the remaining lattices.
Clearly strong co-primeness implies co-primeness in the ordinary sense. Moreever if © is residuated, Lemma 7.4 shows that co-primeness implies strong
co-primeness, so that for residuated lattices the notions are identical. We now
prove a converse result.

Theorem 8.3. Let ©i, ©2, ■ • • ,<S>„beaset of co-prime sublattices of a residuated lattice © such that each element of © can be expressed as a cross-cut of
elements of ©i, ••■,©„.
Then © is the direct product of ©i, • • • , ©„, and each
©,• can be residuated.
Let a= [di, a2, ■ ■ ■ , an], (a{ c ©,•), ft = [bh b2, ■ ■ ■ , ft„], (b{ t @i). Then
[a, b]= [[au h], ■ ■ ■ , [an, ft»]]. Furthermore
(a, b) = [(«!, bi), ■ ■ ■ , (an, b„)].

For by Lemma 7.2,
(a, b) = (a, [fti, • • • , ft»]) = [(a, fti), • • • , (a, bn)\
= [■ ■ ■ , (ö,-, bk), ■ ■ ■ ] = [(au bi), • • • , (an, bn)],

since (a¡, bk)=iiíj^k.
Lemma 8.1. If bub2, ■■ ■,bn are a co-prime set, then

a: [blt ■■■ , bn] = ( ■■■ (((a:fti):ft»):ft«) • ■■):*••
This result follows by repeated

applications

of Lemma

7.4, (4.3), and

(4.10).
We have now a:b = a: [fti, • • • , ftn]= ( • • • ((ö:fti):ft2) • • • ) :ft„ by Lemma
8.1. But
a:bi = [ai, • • • , an]:bi = [aûbi, • • • , a„:ft,]
= [«i, • • • , a,-i, ai'.bi, ai+u ■ ■ ■ , an}.

Hence a:b=

[ar.&i, a2:ft2, • • • , an'-b„].

If a = ft, then (ait [au ■■■, a»]) = (a¿, [fti, • • • , ft«]) or a{ = (ai, ft,), aiObt.
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Similarly ij3a<. Hence © is simply isomorphic with the direct product
the ©í. We note that if x= [xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn], ix o a<, a¿ e ©<), then

of

x = ix, at) = ([»i, • • • , Xn], ai) = (*,-, a,) e©<.

Since at'.bi o a,-, we see that ©,- is closed under residuation,

which completes

the proof.
We conclude with a theorem of a more special character.
Theorem 8.4. The free modular lattice of order twenty-eight on three elements cannot be residuated.
We shall use Dedekind's original notation for the elements of this lattice in the proof of the theorem (Dedekind [l ]). Assume that a residuation
x:y exists. Then b""is the unit element. Hence a0:b' = b0'-i>'= Co'.b'=§9*b"".
Now a0=[a', a'"]. Hence a0:a", = a':a"/3a'.
But a'"ob'.
Therefore
a0:b'oao'.a'"
or i)oa'. Similarly, b\ot>', fose'. Hence f) o (a', b', c') or
fi 3b"", f)=b"" giving a contradiction.
It may be observed that the "exclusion principle" of Theorem 7.3 cannot
be applied to prove this theorem.

IV. Noether

lattices*

9. Consider any residuated lattice ©. An element c of © is irreducible if
in every decomposition c= [g,f] into a cross-cut of two elements of ©, either
g = c or / = c. An element p is a prime if p o ab implies p o a or p o b, and primary if p o ab, p í>a implies p o b" for some integer s. The irreducible elements
are thus determined by an intrinsic lattice property, while the primes and
primary elements depend upon the particular multiplication introduced into

the lattice.
We propose here the name "Noether lattice" for any lattice © satisfying
the following three conditions :

N 1. The lattice © may be residuated.
N 2. The ascending chain condition holds in @.
N 3. Every irreducible element of © ¿5 primary.

By N 1 we mean that © is closed under operations x:y, xy having the
properties R 1-R 6, M 1-M 6 and connected by the relationships expressed
* Our definition differs from that in Ward and Dilworth [l ]. We have found that some of the
results stated in §4 of this paper are in error. In postulate D 1, the exponent r must be replaced by 1.
The condition ab = [a, b ] on the idempotent elements of a finite modular lattice is consequently necessary for the truth of D 1 but not sufficient. The postulate M 7 is not a sufficient condition for a
Noether lattice as stated in the theorem preceding M 7.
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in Definitions 4.1, 5.1. By N 2 we mean (Ore [l]) that every chain of lattice
elements ai<02<a3<
• • ■ <i terminates.
We choose the name in honor of Emmy Noether because the decomposition theorems first proved by her for the ideals of a commutative ring with
chain condition all hold. It is to be observed that we do not assume a modular

condition.
The proof that the usual decomposition theorems hold may be made by a
mere transcription of the proofs given in van der Waerden [l] into lattice
language. With each primary q is associated a prime p with the properties
poq and pob implies qobr. A cross-cut of primaries is said to be "simple"
if no primary in it divides the cross-cut of any of the remaining primaries.
Every element not equal to i of a Noether lattice may be represented as a simple
cross-cut of a finite number of primaries each of which is associated with a different prime. The primes themselves and the total number of primaries are uniquely
determined by the element. We obtain from each such représentation a representation as the cross-cut of "isolated components" by grouping together the
cross-cuts of primaries whose associated primes divide one another. The isolated components of an element and the corresponding representation as their
cross-cut are unique.
As was pointed out by Krull (Krull [l]), the decompositions into relatively prime ("teilerfremd") elements depend merely upon N 1 and N 2.
From our standpoint, they are simple consequences of Theorem 7.1 and the
chain condition.
We may specialize our lattice still rriore by the following assumption:

N 4. Every prime of © ¿5 divisor-free.
Then, since we have trivially from N 1 that every divisor-free element is a
prime, we easily see that all primaries associated with a given prime form a
lattice which we may say "belongs" to this prime.
The lattices belonging to distinct primes have no elements save i in common. Hence the decomposition theorems in this case are merely an instance
of Birkhoff's decomposition of a lattice into direct products relative to cross-

cut (Birkhoff [4]).
10. We shall now give some general properties

of any Noether lattice.

Theorem 10.1. If a and b are any two elements of a Noether lattice, there
exists an exponent s such that the following condition holds:

D 1. abo [a,b>].
Let ab= [qx, ■ ■ ■ , qk] be a decomposition of ab into a cross-cut of primaries. Then for each q(, q{ o ab; hence either q{ o a or ç, í>a, q,o i'f. With
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a proper choice of notation, we may assume that g» o a, (i = 1, • • • , /), qi o ft"',

(i=l+l,
• • • , ft). Hence if j is the largest of the Si, [qh ■■• , qt]oa,
[ffi+i. • • • , ff*]s ft*giving D 1.
The following three theorems

are immediate

corollaries:

Theorem 10.2. If ft is an idempotent element in a Noether lattice, then
[a, ft] = ab for any other element a of the lattice, and ft [a, c] = [ba, be] for any
elements a and c.
Theorem

10.3. In a Noether lattice, every idempotent element is neutral*

Theorem
10.4. In a Noether lattice, the idempotent elements form a distributive lattice. The product of any two idempotent elements is their cross-cut.

It is easy to show that this last mentioned property of idempotent elements holds in any lattice in which multiplication is distributive with respect
to cross-cut ; for if a, ft are idempotent,

abo [a, b](a, ft) = [a(a, ft), b(a, ft)]
= [(a2, ab), (ba, ft2)] -

[(a, ab), (ft, ab)] = [a, ft].

The following lattice of order six illustrates how the definition of a
Noether lattice depends upon the type of multiplication introduced. The elements are i,j, a, ft, ft, and z with the coverings i>j, j>a, j>b; a>k, b>k;
k>z. The lattice is distributive and hence a Noether lattice if multiplication
is identified with cross-cut (see §11). Define an operation xy by ix = xi = x;
zx = xz=z; j2=j,
a2 = a, b2= b, k2 = z; ja = aj = a; jb = bj = b; jk = kj = z;
ab = ba = ak = ka = bk = kb = z. It may be shown that xy is a multiplication

satisfying M 1-M 8. But D 1 does not hold; for aft = 3 and [a, ft] =ft, while a
and ft are idempotent. Hence N 3 is false by Theorem 10.1.
11. We shall next give some sufficient conditions that

a lattice

be.a

Noether lattice.
Theorem 11.1. Let © be a residuated lattice with ascending chain condition.
Then sufficient conditions that <§bbea Noether lattice are as follows:

D 1. abo [a, ft'].
D 2. © is modular.
It suffices to show that N 3 holds. Let m be irreducible,

Then if d=(a, m), domodb.

mo ab, m$a.

Now by D 1, dbo [d, ft'] for some 5. Hence

domo
[d, ft']. Therefore by D 2, m= [(m, d), (m, ft*)]. Since m is irreducible
and (m, d) = (m, a)?¿m, (m, b') = m. Hence m o ft' and m is primary.
* Following Ore [l], we call an element » of a lattice "neutral"
for every pair of elements b, c of the lattice.

if [n, (b, c)] = ([», b], [n, c])
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Corollary.
Every distributive lattice in which the ascending chain condition holds is a Noether lattice for a suitably defined multiplication.

We take for the multiplication the cross-cut operation. Then M 1-M 6
and M 8 all hold; so © may be residuated. Since © is distributive, it is

modular. Thus N 1, N 2, and D 2 hold. But D 1 is trivially true. The result
now follows from the previous theorem.
We shall next give some conditions enabling us to view the ideal theory of
commutative rings from a lattice-theoretic
standpoint. It is first necessary
to introduce a new concept. Let © be a residuated lattice.
Definition
11.1. An element go/©
exists an element c such that qc = b.

¿5 principal

if qob implies that there

Neither c nor i need be principal.
Suppose that a is principal, a ob. The set S of elements z such that az = b
is closed with respect to union. If either postulate M 7 or M 8 holds, the union
b/a of S nas the properties stated in the following definition:

Definition

11.2. a(i/a)

= i;¿/ ax = b then b/a ox.

We call b/a the quotient of i by a. It is easily shown (Ward [1 ]) that if a
is principal and a ob, then the quotient b/a equals the residual b:a of a with respect to b.
As a simple consequence, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 11.1. If ais principal and if a ob, then b = ib:a)a.
We may observe that M 8 always holds if the ascending chain condition
holds. Hence Lemma 11.1 is true for all principal elements of a residuated
lattice with ascending chain condition. We shall now prove the following
fundamental theorem:
Theorem

11.2. Let © ie a lattice in which the following conditions hold:

N 1. The lattice © may be residuated.
N 2. The ascending chain condition holds in ©.

D 2. © is modular.
D 3. Every element of © is the union of a finite number of principal
ments.
D 4. The principal elements of © are closed under multiplication.

ele-

Then © ¿s a Noether lattice.
The instance of ideal theory is obtained by identifying the principal elements of the lattice with the principal ideals or the corresponding ring ele-
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ments. D 3 is then the basis theorem, and D 4 the closure property of ring
multiplication.
It suffices to show that every irreducible element is primary, or inversely
that every non-primary element is reducible. Let m be non-primary. Then
there exist elements a and ft of the lattice such that
(11.1)

mo ab, m$a,

m$bT any r.

We shall show that m is reducible. By D 3, ft= (fti, ft2,• • • , ft*) where the ft,are principal. Then m o ab i. For at least one bi} m $ &,-rfor any r. For otherwise, for each ft< there exists an exponent r< such that mobiri. Then if
r>ri+r2+
■ ■ ■ +rt—l, we have mobr contrary to hypothesis. Therefore, we
may assume that ft in (11.1) is principal.
By N 2, the chain m:b, m:b2, ■• ■, m:bk, ■■ ■ terminates so that
m:bk = m:bk+1 for some fixed ft. Consider the cross-cut c= [(m, a), (m, ft*)].
We have trivially com. Now (m, bk) ocom. Hence by D 2 (Ore [l]),
(11.2)

c=

([c,m],[c,bk]).

Now mo [c,m]. We shall show next that mo [c, ft*]. By D 4, ft* is principal,

and ft*s [c, ft*]. Hence by Lemma 11.1, [c, ¿*]= { [c, ft*]:ft*}ft*= (e:ft*)ft*.
Also since (m, a) o c, b(m, a) o be. But b(m, a) = (bm, ba) c m by (11.1). Hence
mobcob[c,
ft*] by (11.2). That is, mob{(c:bk)bk]
or m:bk+1oc:bk. But
m:bk+1 = m:bk. Hence m:bk o c:bk or mo (c:ft*)&*, mo [c, 6*]. It follows therefore that moc. Hence m = c or m= [(m, a), (m, ft*)]. But m$a,mi>bk.
Hence
(m, a)y¿m, (m, bk)^m, and m is reducible. This completes the proof.
12. To show the significance of the hypotheses of Theorems 11.1 and 11.2,
we shall exhibit various lattices in which not all the hypotheses are satisfied.
We first consider the following lattice SBi;and we define a multiplication

xy over Söiby the following table :
m

oc\_

i

j

a

b

m

z

j

a

a

z

z

z

a

a

a

z,

z

z

b

z

z

z

z

z

m

m

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

The reader may verify that M 1-M 8 are satisfied. Thus S8i is a residuated
lattice in which the ascending chain condition holds. S8i is obviously nonmodular. Now it is easily verified that D 1 holds in the lattice: xy o [x, y2],
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for every x, y of the lattice. Nevertheless, not every irreducible element is primary. For consider the irreducible m. We have m o ab and m$b. But since a
is idempotent, mpar for any r.

Next, consider the lattice 932.
We assign the residuation a;:y to 932described in Theorem 8.1. The associated multiplication given by Definition 5.1 is then as follows: xy = y, if
x=i; xy = x if y=i; xy=x otherwise.

This lattice is non-modular, as it contains the non-modular sublattice
j, a, d, e, z. The irreducible elements in it are j, a, b, d, e, and these are all
primary since xoy2 for any yj*i and any x. Furthermore, the elements i, c,
d, e, and z are principal and a = (d, c), i = (c, e), j = (a, i). Finally the principal
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elements are closed with respect to multiplication.
Thus in this lattice, all
hypotheses of Theorem 11.2 hold save modularity; and yet the lattice is a
Noether lattice.
Our last example is one in which all the hypotheses of Theorem 11.2 hold
save modularity and the lattice is not a Noether lattice. We define a multipli-

cation over 933by the following table :
x\
i

*
i

j

m
a

c

d

m

j

J
d

c

m

d

m

a

a

c

c

m

m

m

i

b

b

z

z

b

z

c

c

m

m

m

m

m

d

d

d

m

m

d

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Then it may be verified that the multiplication satisfies M 1-M 8, and
that the elements i, a, b, c, m, z are principal and closed under multiplication.

Since d = ib, m),j = ia, d), every element is the union of a finite number of
principal elements. The lattice is evidently non-modular. It is not a Noether
lattice. For consider the irreducible element m. Then m o ab, m $ a, and m$b'
for any s, since i is idempotent.
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for distributivity

13. We shall conclude by answering some of the questions raised in Ward
[4] as to the import of certain auxiliary conditions in a residuated lattice.
We consider a residuated lattice in which one or more of the following con-

ditions hold :
R9. ia:b,b:a)=i.

R 10. a: [b,c} = (a:i, a:c).

R 11. (i, c):a = (i:a, c:a).

Theorem 13.1. R 9, R 10, R 11 are equivalent and imply distributivity.

R 9 implies R 11. For
ib:a, c:a): {(i, c):a)

D((i:a):

{(i, c):a\,

(c:a):

{(i, c):a\)

= iib:{ib,c):a}):a,ic:{ib,c):a}):a).

But (i : {(i, c) : a} ) : a o b : c since
{ib:{ib,c):a}):a}:ib:c)

= (}i:(i:c)}

: {(i, c):a)):a

o ((i, c): {ib, c):a\):ao

a:a = i.

Similarly (c: {(i, c):a)):coc:b.
Henee ib: a, c:a):[ib,
c):a) o (i:c, c:b) o i
by R 9. Thus ib:a,c:a) o ib, c):a. But (i, c):ao ib:a, c:a) trivially.

R 11impliesR 10. For by R 11,
ia:b, a:c):{a:

[b, c]} = ((a:i):

{a: [i, c]}, ia:c):{a:

[b, c]\)

= üa:{a:[b,c]\):b,ia:{a:[b,c]):c)

oi[b,c]:b,

[b,c]:c)

= ic:b, b:c) = (c:(i, c), i:(i,

c)) = (c, i):(i,

by R 11. Henee ia:b, a:c) o a: [i, c]. But a: [i, c] o (a:i,

c) = i

a:c) trivially.

RIO implies R 9. For (a : i, i : a) = ( [a, b]:b, [a, b ] : a) = [a, b ] : [a, b]=i
by condition R 10.
R 10 implies distributivity. For let a o [b, c]. Then
a: [(a, i), (a, c)] = ia:ia,

i), a:(a,

Hence ao[ia,
b), (a, c)] and
a= [ia, b), (a, c)].

c)) = (a:i,

[(a, i),

a:c) = a: [b, c] = i.

(a, c)]oa

trivially.

Therefore

Theorem 13.2. If every element of a residuated lattice is principal,
lattice is distributive.
Let (i, c) o a. We have aoi[a,
a:ib,c)oi[a,b],

[a,c]):(b,c)

o [[a, b]:b,

[a, c]:c]

then the

b], [a, c]). Hence
= [([a, i],
= [a:b, a:c\

[a, c]):b,
= a:(i,

i[a, b], [a, c]):c]
c).
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Thus a: (ft, c) = ([a, ft], [a, c]):(b, c). But (ft, c) o a o ( [a, ft], [a, c]). Hence
a = (a:(b, c))(b, c) = {([a, b], [a, c]):(b,

c)\(b, c) = ([a, b], [a, c])

by Lemma 13.1.
Theorem 13.3. A sufficient condition that a residuated lattice with ascending chain condition be a Noether lattice is that every element in it be principal.

For by Theorem 13.2, the lattice is distributive
the hypotheses of Theorem 11.2 are satisfied.

and hence modular; so all
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